THE BLUESKY INDUSTRIAL DUST COLLECTOR SHOWN ABOVE INCLUDES ENCAPSULATED
FILTERS, REVERSE-PULSE FILTER CLEANING, AND ULTRA-QUIET FANS. ALL INTEGRATED
INTO ONE MACHINE.

Up to 60,000 SCFM airflow capacity, for ultra-hazardous
and non-hazardous airborne contaminants
INTRODUCING BLUESKY TURNKEY SERVICE
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Rent, Lease, Purchase
BlueSky is revolutionizing the dust
collector industry—it's no longer
necessary, or even desirable, to own
your dust collector outright. Simply
rent a machine, short- or
long-term, from your waste
management company, equipment
rental company, or directly from
BlueSky.
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Permanent, Temporary

Rent, Lease, Purchase
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BlueSky is revolutionizing the dust collector industry
—it's no longer necessary, or even desirable, to own
your dust collector outright. Simply rent a machine,
short- or long-term, from your waste management
company, equipment rental company, or directly from
BlueSky.

Industrial dust collectors have never looked like this before

Game Changer
What makes a BlueSky® dust
collector unique? Most importantly,
you never touch contaminated
Jlters! When it comes time to
replace Jlter cartridges, you simply
exchange the SmartBox® module
(think inkjet cartridge). All our
competitor's dust collectors require
individual Jlters to be removed oneby-one (a risky operation).
The used SmartBox is taken away
and disposed of or serviced
appropriately.

SmartBox®
Technology
The SmartBox® module is key to
risk-free, safe and environmentallyfriendly dust collector usage. The
SmartBox encapsulates the Jlters
and, in the case of hazardous dust,
it's where the Jltered dust is
collected. At the time of service a
SmartBox is removed by you, or your
service contractor, and a new or reconditioned SmartBox is installed.
Now that's smart!
You never touch the dust or change
dirty Jlters ever again—a
revolutionary new way of handling
dust in the workplace.

www.bluesky-global.com

True Modularity
Most industrial dust collector
companies offer some form of
modular design, but BlueSky has
reached an unprecedented level of
simplicity with its modular system.
It takes only a few bolts to attach a
new section. Each addition changes
the machine's capacity and/or
functionality. For example,
incorporating HEPA Jltration simply
means adding an additional section.
It's so simple, it often elicits the
reaction
"Why hasn't anybody thought of this
before?"

BlueSky® dust collectors consist of one, two or more
sections, a variable capacity, modular system, that can
grow with you.

The Genius SmartBox® System
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Silo Bin-vent
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Conveyor/Transfer- station
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